
Hindon Surgery News – “Christmas Special” 

 

We wish all our patients and readers a very Happy Christmas and a pre-
emptive thank you for all the cards, presents and good wishes we get 

every Christmas.  At a time of low morale in the NHS this is great for all of 

us and makes what we try to do for everyone worthwhile. 

 

Over the Christmas period the surgery will be open as usual, only shutting 

on weekends and the Bank Holidays.  We try to reduce the volume of 
routine checks at this time, so that we can see patients who become ill 

over the holiday.  The majority of GP appointments will be book-on-the-

day.  We are able to see temporary patients, but only with immediate 

clinical need.  The nursing appointments remain the same with most 

appointments available to pre-book.  

 
This year there is also the new enhanced access service at Westminster 

Memorial Hospital staffed by specialist nurses and local GPs with access to 

your notes, and the emergency 111 and GP out of hours service will be 

running as usual.  For major emergencies there is the hospital emergency 

department but please do not use this for problems you would normally 

take to the GP – ring the surgery number and the call will transfer to the 

service covering us, or you may well find we are open. 
 

In preparing for Christmas please remember to order your medication well 

in time. We will issue prescriptions early and giving us extra time will 

hopeful enable us to overcome any supply problems.  We have ordered in 

extra stock of some medicines where possible, but we don’t want to have 

to send you searching local pharmacies for something we are unable to 
get.  

 

Warm and Safe Wiltshire (www.warmandsafewiltshire.org.uk) is a new 

service run by the council giving free advice on keeping well in the winter, 

and to this we add our usual message about avoiding accidents and 

looking out for your neighbours.  Every year we see broken bones caused 

by an avoidable trip caused by inadequate lighting, or slipping on a path 
for a non-vital journey) and simple preventative actions by you are best – 

the NHS will patch you up but we would prefer the patch to be 

unnecessary.  

 

We wish you all a very happy and healthy Christmas and next month we 

will give more advice about how to stay well for 2019.  
 

Dr Patrick Craig-McFeely 

http://www.warmandsafewiltshire.org.uk/

